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By Frank Dallahan

SALES FORECAST
It is mid-October, as I write my column for the November/December issue of The Retail Jeweler, the thought occurs how will this
year end? Will the naysayers or the optimists prevail? In talks with retail jewelers, the consensus is the year has been a decent one.
Manufacturers also have reported good results.
Now that the year is winding down, it is no time
for complacency. There is still much to accomplish.
It is and should be an exciting time of year for all
those who sell jewelry. This is the prelude to the
Christmas holiday season, still the biggest gift
giving season of the retail year looms ahead. It is a
make or break time of year! Six weeks where it all
comes together! So, it is vital that your sales team
convey the season’s enthusiasm to everyone who
visits or calls your store.

According to the NRF sales by store type through September were:
• on-line and other non-store sales are up 15.6% over September a year ago.
• Health & personal care is up 4.2%
• Grocery & beverage sales have increased 2.6%
• Building materials & garden supply are up 2.5%
• Furniture & home furnishings are up 1.1%
• Sporting goods are flat
• General merchandise stores are down 0.2%.
• Clothing and accessories are down 0.7%
• Electronics and appliance stores are down 1.7%

All of the thinking, planning, buying, decorating,
sprucing up is done by the time you read this in midNovember. Now is the time to apply a laser focus
on getting the customers through the front door of
your store. How is your communication plan? How
will you promote? Where will you promote? What
media? So, what’s your expectation? How do you
think you will fare this Christmas?

Basically, it is a pretty solid picture rolling into the Christmas season.
Though the jewelry category is not specifically mentioned, we can deduce
from the other store categories business has been good for jewelry too.
It is a traditional time of year for jewelry purchases so, I believe the year
will end on a strong positive note. Looking at the NRF data a little more
closely, I think it is the convenience factor that drives the on-line business
results. Today, people are so busy juggling work and leisure schedules
shopping on-line for the necessities of life is common sense. Our daughter
is a classic example. She works four days a week, has two school age
children, a husband who just started a new job. They are crazy busy. And,
Amazon makes great sense to take care of basic family shopping. You
order it on-line and it’s on your door step the next morning!

So far, this year has stacked up pretty well . According
to the National Retail Federation (NRF), total retail
sales have improved by 4.5% through September
“despite the increased fears over US – China tensions.”
The history of the industry is that if we have gotten
through three quarters of the year carrying a 4.5%
increase, it is highly likely the full year will carry
through to an equally positive result too.
Despite the current tensions between the US and China
on trade (which seem to change daily), the uncertainty
caused by the impeachment inquiry, and the lack of
any significant progress in the legislative arena, our
economy seems to be running quite well in virtually
every segment as the NRF data supports below.

Frank Dallahan
co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler

Jewelry, on the other hand is in reality a much more considered purchase.
But that doesn’t mean you can ignore the Internet. An on-line presence
is a necessity especially this time of year. You need to look at your online presence and be sure you have new and interesting merchandise
selections for customers to see. Emphasis on newness and excitement will
bring customers through the door.
Training of sales staff is also a necessary requirement at this time of year. It
is always an ongoing process. Frequent meetings before the store opens.
Discussion and emphasis on new products, sales techniques, answering
questions and objections all play critical roles in how your store will fare
this holiday season. These points are key especially with new, and parttime employees who have come on-board recently.
All things considered this Christmas season should turn out very well. All
of the major economic indicators are in the right places, employment,
unemployment, income gains all point to a great season to come.

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

Good Selling and best wishes for a successful selling season
and a Happy Healthy New Year.
8
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By David Brown

HOW TO HIRE A MANAGER EFFECTIVELY
Regardless of the size of your
business, having a store manager
can be an effective way of delegating
management tasks and easing your
own workload. Recognizing that a
management hire is different from
hiring an ordinary staff member is a
key part of making the right decision.
Generally, a manager will either be
promoted from within the current
staff ranks or hired from an outside
source. The advantage of an internal
promotion is you are well aware of
the employee’s performance and
attitude which will ideally transfer to
the new position. What you may not
know is their ability to cope with extra
responsibilities. The Peter Principle
states that employees get promoted
to their level of incompetence. This
means that someone will continue to
progress up the hierarchy until they
reach the level that they can go no
further. Unfortunately, this may mean
that they have reached a level where
they lose effectiveness.
The other disadvantage
with
promoting internally is that you may
lose an effective performer at their
current level. It often seems logical
to promote the best salesperson to
become head of the sales team, yet
the skills required to manage other
staff are totally different than the
skills needed to sell effectively. This
may have a double negative effect,
in the sense that you could create
a poor manager and lose your best
salesperson at the same time.

When hiring a new manager its important to run through a number
of key criteria that you should consider before finalizing the hire.
1. Know what you want.
Waiting to see what turns up is not the ideal situation. Picture the perfect manager
in your head. What skills and attributes would they need to have? What would not
be ideal in a manager and would not be acceptable?
2. Consider getting some personality analytics done.
There are a host of tools available that can make the process of second guessing
who you hire so much easier. Personality assessments will show you their strengths
and weaknesses ahead of finding out firsthand
3. Be clear on how the business operates.
You will need to explain clearly your operations, your strengths and weaknesses. A good
candidate will want to know about your business, and you should be prepared to answer
4. Cast a wide net.
Consider all the places a potential candidate might be and make sure you’re
promoting your position accordingly. Social media and websites like Linked In can
uncover potential managers in areas that traditional media can’t
5. Consider headhunting.
If you’ve seen an effective manager elsewhere then consider approaching them.
Your chances of transferring their success to your business is much greater.
6. Make the interview count and consider more than one.
Interviews are the most important part of the process and you should consider
having more than one with the best candidates.
7. Follow up on references.
Always check references, preferably by phone. More can be gleaned form a
conversation than will ever be revealed in a written reference
8. Determine you are willing to let go.
If it’s the first time hiring a manager, then you’ll need to implement a clear job
description and areas of responsibility. One of the biggest frustrations for managers
is being given no clear responsibilities that they can perform unhindered.
Hiring is an important part of the employment process and care and attention should
be given to it, especially when the candidate is a manager. One of the best questions
to ask former employers can be “Would you hire them again?”. The hesitation that
might follow can tell you more than anything else they might say!

David Brown
David Brown is President of the Edge Retail Academy. If you would like more information or strategies on this topic, contact us! The Edge
Retail Academy is a highly effective jewelry industry consulting company that provides customized strategies for retailers and vendors to
increase profits, optimize growth, reduce debt, create profitable inventory solutions, build effective teams and enhance brand loyalty and
profitability. The Academy is committed to helping jewelry businesses improve their bottom line while reducing uncertainty and stress. Edge
Retail Academy software and the unique talent pool of their business advisors provide real world knowledge and advice for guaranteed
results, all on a “no-contract” basis. 877-569-8657, ext. 1, Inquiries@EdgeRetailAcademy.com or www.edgeretailacademy.com
© Edge Retail Academy 1983 Oliver Springs Street Henderson NV 89052-8502, USA
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By Bill Boyajian

Selling is more important than ever because the biggest
complaint I hear today is that store traffic is down. I recommend
getting this verified with a store counter, but if that is true, you
need to do three important things:
1. Get more people into the store,

“UP” YOUR
SALES GAME!
I’m surprised to learn how many fine jewelry
retailers do not have monthly sales goals for
associates. Often there is a goal for the store,
but not for individuals on the sales floor.
Establishing monthly sales goals for individuals
gives them a target to hit each month and
something to praise them for or discuss with them
if they need improvement. The old adage “what
gets measured gets done” really works. Does it
add a bit of pressure to salespeople? Of course,
it does. But isn’t that what you want? People who
are paid to sell should have something driving
them to sell or they really aren’t salespeople at all.

In my opinion, any salesperson who says
they don’t want to have a monthly sales goal
should not be selling. Customer service, yes.
Back-office duties, fine. But selling, no.

The most important thing that goes on in a store
each day is a sale, yet most salespeople log only
one or two fine jewelry sales a day. If you don’t
believe me, check your point of sale system. When
I check on those of my clients, this is what I find,
and owners are often floored when they see it.
Bill Boyajian
Bill is the former long-time president of the
Gemological Institute of America, and is
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership,
business, and organizational development,
family transition, and succession planning.
Bill is the author of Developing the Mind
of a Leader – Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after
business coach and speaker, and can be reached at
bill@billboyajianassociates.com.
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2. Do a much better job selling those who do come
in, and
3. Increase your average retail sale by selling up in
size and quality.
So how do we get more people into the store? Spend more
money on marketing and advertising? Maybe. But why not do
it the old-fashioned way – one that costs very little (if at all) – by
contacting customers on a fairly regular basis in a no-pressure
atmosphere. Here’s how:
•
Thank your customers for their purchases, either with a
card, email, text, or phone call. Tailor your message with a
communication medium that suits them best.
• Follow-up with service calls a few months after a purchase to
see how they are enjoying their jewelry item and ask them to
bring the piece back in for inspection and/or cleaning.
• Secure major life event dates, like birthdays and anniversaries,
and use your CRM system to maximum value. The information
available to us today has never been greater, so use it to
drive sales.
• Explore ways of creating wish lists for all customers and use
them to suggest solutions to most men’s “problems” each
year:
o gifts for Valentines Day
o Mother’s Day
o birthdays
o anniversaries
o the holiday season.
• Text customers with specific items you saw at jewelry shows
that you think they would like. It’s even more exciting for
them (and you) if you do it when you’re actually at a show.
This should be obvious for female self-purchasers.
• Select pieces of jewelry to buy with specific people in mind.
Your customer will feel more special when you say you
thought of them when you bought it, or even if you just
brought it home on memo for them to see.
• Keep some very special jewelry items in your safe and bring
them out only occasionally to show particular clients. There
is something very exclusive about showing one-of-a-kind
pieces that few people get to see out on the sales floor.
This isn’t everything that you can do to increase sales, but it’s a
good start. Be creative. Don’t settle for being average when it
comes to sales. Selling drives everything else in a store. Make
your customers count by upping your sales game.

GUARDED MOMENTS:

By David Sexton, CPCU

Security Guards in Retail Jewelry Stores
Over the last thirty years reported robberies in the United States have
decreased by more than half since 1991. And yet, the most dangerous
situation any retail jeweler can face today is an armed robbery.

Jewelers can’t afford to underestimate or misunderstand
this exposure to loss. This is especially true when devising a
loss prevention strategy to hire a uniformed or plainclothes
(undercover) guard on either a temporary or more extensive
basis to help mitigate exposure to loss. The use of guards,
armed or unarmed, is a complicated issue that each jewelry
store owner needs to consider in the context of his or her own
special circumstances.
The guard uniform remains a very important part of being a
security officer in most retail store applications. It sets an officer
apart from the general public as an individual in a position of
authority. Customers can identify the guard and immediately
approach the guard in an emergency. Since criminals who prey
on jewelry stores often look for easy targets, uniformed guards
give the impression that a business is serious about security.
Often, their presence is enough to deter most criminals. Some
jewelers use this as a message to the public to deter crime and
use a guard as a prominent presence in their stores.
While some jewelers don’t want to make their customers feel
apprehensive with the presence of a uniformed guard, they
may instead use plainclothes guards in their stores. Other
jewelers will design and incorporate their own ‘plainclothes
uniform’ to balance the message they send to their customers
about their guard presence.
Research has indicated a ‘uniformed’ guard to be a more
effective loss prevention strategy than their ‘plainclothes’
counterpart. Yet, this effectiveness can depend on the work
shifts, characteristics of the guard and store design. Because
of the effectiveness of different types of loss prevention agents
(uniformed vs. plainclothes guards), especially considering the
security devices in play, there is a need for retailers to test their
own assumptions about what will work.
As a jeweler it’s important to know that retaining the services
of an independent guard service, whether on a temporary or
more extensive basis, ‘armed’ or ‘unarmed’, should always be
taken seriously. Just as important, you need to test your specific
needs and situation to make the most informed decision about
what type of guard security service to hire.
14
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The following are some options to consider when electing to
hire these services, including their pros and cons.

OFF-DUTY, UNIFORMED AND ARMED POLICE
OFFICERS
Jewelers wrestle with the debate over whether they should
hire off-duty uniformed and armed police officers vs. private
security guard services for their business. The Jewelers Security
Alliance recommends retaining the services of local law
enforcement off-duty ‘uniformed’ and ‘armed’ police officers.
PROS
• Law enforcement officers are well educated in a wide variety
of topics relevant to their role including, but not limited to,
knowing the law and testifying in court.
• The police uniform is immediately recognized and respected
by the public. Would-be criminals will think twice before
engaging a law enforcement officer.
• In the event a police officer generates a call for help the
response will be high priority.
CONS
• Not all off duty police officers can wear their respective police
uniform while moonlighting as a security guard.
• Off-duty ‘uniformed’, and ‘armed’ police officers can cost more
than ‘unarmed’ and ‘armed’ private security guard services.
• Uniformed, armed off-duty (active) police officers in some
municipalities may be called away from their retail jeweler
assignments if an event requiring a large uniformed and armed
police presence somewhere else within the municipality.
• Not all mall management companies allow armed guards
(police officers of private security guards) to be stationed in
their tenant retail stores when open to the public.
• Not all municipalities allow their police officers to work as
either uniformed, armed off-duty (active) police officers or as
guards in any capacity in retail stores.
KEEP IN MIND: Jewelers should talk with their workers’
compensation carrier as well as the government agency where

the police officer works to get a written clarification should
a police officer get injured on a jeweler’s protected property
while moonlighting.

UNIFORMED AND ARMED OR PLAINCLOTHES
AND ARMED SECURITY GUARDS
Jewelers must first decide if hiring armed security guards
complies with their company loss prevention strategies. Jewelers
can confer with consultants from a variety of companies to help
inform their decision. Here are a few important things to know.
• Security experts cite a change in public perception about
an armed security presence in a retail environment having
become much less threatening.
• The presence of an armed security guard could escalate the
potential violence inherent in confrontational situations as
result in the use of deadly force.
Determine the licensing and training qualifications the
•
prospective armed security guard has with firearms, as well
as the independent contractor service’s policies about the
use of firearms and/or of deadly force.
• Consider the cost involved as compared to hiring an
unarmed guard.
• Basic requirements for armed security guards vary by state.
Check out requirements here: www.securityguardtraininghq.com

UNIFORMED AND UNARMED OR PLAINCLOTHES
AND UNARMED SECURITY GUARDS
• Unarmed security guards are responsible to observe and
report. Sometimes their role is under appreciated, but they
are trained to prevent crimes from happening.
• To be effective in their primary role, unarmed security guards
must be well trained, motivated and held accountable. Many
guard service companies provide guards that are not held
accountable which diminishes their competence in the field.
• Well trained, professional, unarmed security guards who are
held accountable are an effective weapon against crime.
An insurance agent who is an expert in both insurance and the
jewelry industry can help you select security guard services and
strengthen other areas of your business’s security plan. Find a
Jewelers Mutual agent today by visiting www.jewelersmutual.com
and learn more about the guidance, tools, and resources available.
David Sexton
David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company.
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual
is the only nsurance company in the U.S. and
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.

Select Jewelry Show Tucson exhibitors include

By Jim Ackerman

MARKETING STRATEGY VS. MARKETING TACTICS

WANNA KNOW WHY YOUR ADVERTISING ISN’T WORKING?
Because you’re quick to adopt the latest tactics, but slow to
develop a sound marketing strategy.
You’re not entirely to blame for this, of course. The newest,
flash-bang TACTICS seem to come out more fast and furious
than we can ever keep up. And we get all caught up in their
flashy whistles and bells, and the incessant promises that, “This
new tool will solve all your marketing and sales problems, and
you’ll be rich by Tuesday.”
Why doesn’t it EVER seem to work out that way? Or once
even? Really, it would only take once, right?
This week it’s reputation management. Next week it’ll be
mobile and geo-fencing. It used to be websites or email or
social media or blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.
I even heard one pundit say, “First your website, then your
marketing.”
And this is at the heart of the problem. How can you design
a website without first considering – STRATEGICALLY – how
you’re going to use it to advance your business?
Are you going to sell from the site, generate leads, just have
it there so you can say you have one? Your answer would
determine all kinds of things, including how much to spend,
how often, to exploit this digital medium.
And the same is true for all of these technologies and nouveau
media. They are all tools. Using them constitutes tactics. But
if there is little, or more often NO, strategy behind them, they
are virtually bound for failure.
For example, I can’t count the times when someone says, “I’m
gonna send out an email blast.”

something right from the site? Most jewelers tell me no, they
really don’t expect that. Then what do you expect? And for
whatever expectation you have, has the site experience been
designed to lead to that specific outcome?
If your tactic is to send an email blast about a mega inventory
reduction sale, why would you send them to the general home
page of your site?
If you don’t expect people to buy directly from the site, why
not? What is the strategic reason behind that expectation? If
not getting them to buy, what are you trying to accomplish?
And please don’t say “awareness.” What a complete waste of
time and money and an absolute indictment of lack of strategy.
If you use Facebook posts for increasing awareness – in other
words as a STRATEGY to increase awareness – you’ll need a
strategy for ultimately converting that mere awareness into a
contact and eventually into a sale. Anything else is a waste of
time and effort, as well as money.

Here are 3 basics to make sure you think strategically,
BEFORE you think tactically…
1. ID your target audience and be very specific about it.
2. Figure out what you want them to do.
3. Determine what you’re going to have to do to get them to
do what you want them to.
4. O
 nly after you’ve done 1-3 should you consider how
you’re going to reach them and what the follow-up
process is likely to be.
If you want your advertising to work – start generating traffic –
shift from being a tactical, to being a strategic thinker, when it
comes to your marketing.
Jim Ackerman

Really! What’s it gonna say? For people who open it, what do
you want them to do? Click a link? Where will it go and what
will you have them do when they get there, and how does any
of this translate into a sale?
“I want them to click through to my website?”
Okay, what do you want them to do when they get there? Buy
18
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JIM ACKERMAN is known at The Marketing
Coach to the jewelry industry and has addressed
jewelry retailers at the nations biggest marketing
events, including JA New York, JCK, The Atlanta
Jewelry Show and others. Jim Ackerman also
provides jewelers with a strategic look at their
marketing, through his well-known Marketing
Fitness Check-up, which he is providing to Retail
Jeweler readers FREE (A $397.00 value). Go to
https://ekk89994.infusionsoft.com/app/form/mfc to initiate the process.

Get connected with the AGTA
By Jackie LeBental

For over 35 years, the AGTA short for the American Gem
Trade Association has been a force in the loose gemstone and
jewelry industry. The multifaceted platform holds the industry’s
strictest and most comprehensive code of ethics and fair
business practices for gemstones and cultured pearls.
Most people are connected with the AGTA in their own way;
whether it’s attending their educational seminars, being one
of their 1200 members, participating in their annual Spectrum
Design Awards or walking their gemfairs in Tucson and Las
Vegas. Once you are integrated into the extensive world of
AGTA, you are forever connected. I have had the privilege to
attend their annual designer and gemstone Spectrum Awards
for the last few years and it’s an event I won’t ever miss. As a
trends editor I honor the Spectrum Awards for creating a stage
showcasing brilliant designer pieces and exotic gemstones
which are judged and recognized by industry leaders and the
editor, influencer and blogger community.
Keeping this incredibly resourceful organization running are
dedicated and passionate individuals who hold true love for
the industry. I recently had a phone conversation with Doug
Hucker, Chief Executive Officer, which proved to me, I didn’t
know half of what the AGTA offers. The call, which easily went
on for more than an hour, had me hooked. Doug’s knowledge
and love for educating and assisting individuals with everything
gemstone related is contagious. As we talked about the inner
workings of the AGTA, I learned that it offers many diverse
educational tools for retailers, gemstone enthusiast, designers
and sales staff even if you aren’t a member. “The AGTA is meant
to build excitement and bring romance to learning about
gemstones, starting with the basics to improve an individual’s
level of understanding” Doug Hucker explained.
If you can’t attend one of their seminars, you can pop on their
website, ATGA.org to access all kinds of great gemstone
information. For example, if you are an emerging designer or
just have a question about the history of a gemstone, there
is a list of over 25 stones and their origins located under the
Education Tab. For members, there are extensive incentives
from marketing tools, a directory filled of resources, networking
opportunities and social media product promotion available.
There is a wealth of gemstone and cultured pearl education at
your fingertips that should be utilized.

20
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We live in such a digital age that for most of us being present on
social media is a daily activity. If you aren’t following the AGTA
on Instagram or on Facebook you should be. With over 85K
followers on Instagram and 15K on Facebook, the @agta_gems
displays a plethora of eye stimulating gemstones, finished
jewelry from their members, images from the Spectrum
Awards and trinkets of gem information. Keeping the social
media train running is one of the organizations newest staff
members, Tanner Vaughan. From regular Instagram posts to
building digital audience connections, this team member’s
role is vital in today’s environment. I spoke with Tanner and
learned his fresh vision to maintain the AGTA digital presence
but also to incorporate education on gemstones and cultured
pearls. “One of my objectives is to educate the public not only
on well known gemstones but on gems that don’t always get
the spotlight on social media or in a public arena.” Tanner
shared. The AGTA’s social media platform also provides regular
promotion of member’s loose stones and finished jewelry,
which all members should take advantage of. Increased
gemstone knowledge and awareness is the foundation of the
AGTA and presenting it through social media outlets is a great
way to reach the world.

A man with a talented eye who can innately envision how pieces
should be styled, personally chooses the celebrity talent,
organizes the suites of jewelry and coordinates the production
of the shoot. Working closely with Lauren Hewlett, Tod uses
his intuitive styling skills and past fashion runway production
experience to create a celebratory day for the jewelry and
gemstones being featured. I ask Tod how it was working with
celebrities rather than trained models and he commented
“Knowing the celebrities personal style before the shoot is
key. We want them feel as comfortable as possible and then
it all happens so naturally”. He went on to say “The AGTA is
an amazing client and I consider everyone as family”. I agree
with Tod, the AGTA organization makes you feel like family
by welcoming members and non members with open arms
providing vast avenues of education, networking and media
resources. If you aren’t connected with the AGTA in someway,
I highly recommend exploring on how this exceptional
organization can help you in a personal way.
TRJ

Leading marketing efforts is marketing coordinator Lauren
Hewlett. Lauren overseas visual branding and assists with the
development of their beautiful marketing campaigns. She
was also my guide at the Spectrum Awards, which made the
event that much more fun. Coined AGTA’s brand ambassador,
Lauren spearheads the annual AGTA collection at the Conclave
Summit and coordinates styling for the annual Spectrum Award
Jewelry AD campaigns.
Since jewelry and gemstones are no fun sitting in a safe,
every year the AGTA organizes a celebrity focused marketing
campaign driven with the winners and entries from the Spectrum
Awards. I have mentioned the Spectrum Awards a lot and if you
are not familiar with it, it is an annual event where members
and non members can submit finished pieces of jewelry, cut
and carved loose stones to be judged by a chosen panel of
industry experts. After all of the judging is complete, the AGTA
invites industry editors, bloggers, and influencers for a day to
review all the entries. Every time I’ve attended the event, I was
mesmerized by all of the incredible submissions and highly
recommend to all levels of designers to submit at least one
piece.
At this year past awards day, I met Tod Hallman. Tod is a veteran
fashion stylist and guru behind styling and coordinating the
organization’s annual celebrity Spectrum jewelry photo shoot.

Jackie LeBental
Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of
Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands
and retailers with personalized business solutions
and extensive industry guidance. With over 10
years of sales management, growth driven results
and passion for creative thinking she offers a fresh
and honest approach to your business model.
To contact Jackie for questions or a business
analysis you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her
on Instagram at Barriluxco.
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KEYS TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
By Mia Katrin

When a customer lovingly shows you her grandmother’s
ring, appreciating the old-world quality and workmanship,
exchange your own favorite family keepsake story. Establish a
bond. Is your client a fashionista, craving cutting-edge style?
Share your fashion savvy, your latest knowledge of what top
celebrities are wearing.

What’s your communication IQ? Do you easily establish rapport
with new clients and vendors? Do you continually deepen
your relationships with your most loyal customers? How often
do you have miscommunications or crossed signals, where a
client is not satisfied because they misunderstood what you
had promised to deliver?
In business as in life it’s all about connections. Your rapport
with your clients and business partners grease the wheels of
progress. The more fluid and seamless the connections, the
greater the basis for success.
It’s not just about number of contacts, although this helps.
It’s about igniting that spark, finding that point where you
really connect. You know the experience. You’re talking with
someone and suddenly, as if magically, a channel opens. You
resonate, share an experience or perspective. Suddenly you’re
on the same wavelength, seeing things from the same point of
view. A bond is formed. You feel the other person is someone
you can relate, someone like me.
This experience is golden. It generates trust. It makes a customer
feel comfortable and confident. Customer loyalty is a powerful
force. A salesperson may make a small token sale but gain the
trust of the customer, paving the way for later closing a major
purchase with them. A faithful customer will go out of his way
to come back to your store again and again. Families loyal to a
local jeweler and will return generation after generation.
Real communication is a two-way street. It’s not about repeating
a rote sales pitch or angle. You have to really listen. Ask
questions. Be in the moment, alert. What are your customer’s
desires? What are their concerns? By listening to them, you
can better gauge what moves them.
22
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It’s the same with your vendors. Cultivate your relationships.
To be able to just pick up the phone or send a short email,
knowing you can count on your supplier, adds to their comfort
level. Working with someone you can trust who knows just
what you want and will do everything to get it for you is a winwin situation.
The current explosion of social networking sites such as
Facebook and Instagram are an expansion of the basic impulse
to connect, fueled by new technology: faster-paced and
broader. Regularly post pictures on Facebook and Instagram,
always with a personal touch—a happy newly engaged
coupled, your “staff’s picks” of the week. Go Facebook and
Instagram live. Sponsor a contest, such as asking friends to
name a newly created custom piece of jewelry. Then narrow
down to the five best names and have an online vote for the
best name. The winner gets a prize, such as a piece of jewelry.
The key to broadening your social media presence. Always ask
a question, ask for advice. People love to share their opinions!

The jewelry industry is a happy trade.
It’s all about appreciating beauty, spreading joy,
helping families celebrate. Surround yourself with new
relationships as you cultivate the more established
ones. At the end of the day it’s still the time-honored
values of trust and integrity that make life meaningful.

Mia Katrin
MIA Katrin is an award-winning jewelry designer and
creative force behind Jewel Couture LLC. A leading
industry voice on style and design and frequently is
an invited speaker at trade events. Before becoming
a jewelry designer MIA was a Philosophy Professor,
specializing in Aesthetics. Mia can be reached at info@
jeweljewel.com.

BOOST

By Gloria Maccaroni

WITH STERLING TIPS
AND STYLES
According to Deloitte’s latest annual holiday retail forecast, U.S. retail sales are expected to grow 4.5 and 5% between
November and December compared with the same period in 2018. Even amid news about rising oil prices and trade
tariffs, low unemployment and positive consumer sentiment are expected to help holiday sales exceed $1.1 trillion
between this November and January.
With this positive outlook and the fact that Hanukkah starts December 23rd, the next few months are sure to be
a sterling opportunity for sales. While there is no single, perfect approach to retail sales that can help each and
every small business maximize its profits during the holiday season, there are tried and tested approaches that, if
implemented, can steer you in the right direction.
Here are some tried and true tips that should be able to help boost sales and create a very successful holiday season.

USE HOLIDAY DECORATIONS TO STAND OUT
The holidays are not exactly the time to get conservative
about the look of your store. You want to stand out and
you want everyone who walks within 100 feet of your
store to notice you! If your store or business already has
a recognizable color scheme, stick with it and accentuate
it. Use more lighting in and around your store so that it’s
more visible both during the day and at night.

REMEMBER USE SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media and social networks make it incredibly
easy to attract customers to your business. You can use
Facebook to target exactly the demographic you want to
attract, and best of all, running ads on Facebook these
days is neither very difficult nor expensive. Social media
is also the perfect platform for engaging and interacting
with your customers in order to build strong customer
relationships, brand awareness, and brand loyalty.
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Frederic Duclos
SILVER STYLE HIT:
Long sleek silver drops by
Frederic Duclos .
MSRP: $190.
www.fredericduclos.com
714-898-3636

E. L. Designs
SILVER STYLE HIT:
E. L. Designs sterling
silver Tempo earrings
MSRP: $220.
www.Eldesigns.com
800-828-1122

DON’T FORGET HOLIDAY SALES SIGNAGE
In this day and age, it’s easy to get caught up in advanced
marketing techniques while forgetting to put effort into the
grassroots, tried and tested advertising methods continue to
work wonders. Signs for example. Yes, signs. According to
surveys, 50 percent of new customers learn about new small
businesses thanks to signs. Make sure that your store signs
are attractive and easily noticed. Put stands and banners
outside of your business to get people to notice you.

Phillip Gavriel
STERLING TIP: In 2018 silver offered the best
inventory turn according to 51% of respondents*
SILVER STYLE HIT: Phillip Gavriel’s sterling silver and
18K rose gold diamond bypass Popcorn bangle
MSRP: $495.
www.phillipgavriel.com
800-622-0960

FOCUS ON CUSTOMER SERVICE
We know that the holiday shopping season can be stressful
for you and your employees, but it can be equally taxing
on your customers. Think of the pleasant experience that
you can offer versus the long lines and crowed stores at the
mall. If you’re offering a great shopping experience to your
customers, you have a better chance of converting them into
regular customers and an excellent chance of getting them
to recommend your business to their friends and family.

Lika Behar
SILVER TIP: 47% of retailers reported increased sales
for silver during the 2018 holiday season.*
SILVER STYLE HIT: Lika Behar’s 9-layer Zebra sterling
and gold bracelet. MSRP: $2,420.
www.likabehar.com
201-933-7200 #1

Make sure that your staff members are cordial,
knowledgeable and polite, whether it’s in-store, online or
on the phone. Putting in the extra effort to offer exemplary
customer service over the holiday season will no doubt pay
dividends for you into the new year and beyond.

CONSIDER OFFERING DELIVERY SERVICES OR SECRET HOLDING PLACE
People who go out to shop during the
holiday season tend to visit more than one
store during the same trip. Sometimes it
gets hard for people to carry around lots
of bags through numerous stores. Why
not offer a place for them to leave their
packages while out shopping or delivery
options? Or better yet – offer to “hold their
purchase” for pick up at a later date so that
the gifts remain a surprise until the holiday.

John Atencio

SILVER TIP:
59% of respondents increased their
silver inventory in 2018.*
SILVER STYLE HIT:
John Atencio’s Deco Pave ring in
sterling silver. MSRP: $550.
www.johnatencio.com
720-445-5292
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BE AWARE OF YOUR RETAIL SALES INVENTORY

Gabriel & Co
SILVER STYLE HIT:
Gabriel & Co Silver and black
spinel souviens earrings.
MSRP: $225.

There’s nothing worse than running out of
inventory in the midst of the busy holiday
season. You can ruin your credibility if you
advertise something that you don’t have
in stock. A good rule of thumb is to have
at least four times the number of pieces
of a key style that you would have during
the off season.

www.gabrielny.com

EDUCATE YOUR STAFF

Adel Chefridi

As a retailer, one of your most important
priorities is to make sure that all of your
salespeople know the collections inside and out.
Make sure that you have an employee training
system that can help you to educate staff.

SILVER STYLE HIT:
Adel Chefridi Silver and diamond
Shooting Star cuff.
MSRP: $1800

Not only is it important for your staff to know
what they are selling, make sure that they
understand how to communicate the features
and benefits of key collections.

www.adelchefridi.com
845-684-5185

UPSELL WHENEVER POSSIBLE
One of the best tips when it comes to upselling techniques that actually
work in retail is to make sure that you put a lot of thought into product
pairing ahead of time. Your employees should be aware of which collections
and styles can be logically grouped together so that they can effectively
upsell when they see that a customer has already picked something up and
is still perusing other items.

SILVER TIP: suggest the matching earring,
layer the bracelet or ring to build the sale.

ALWAYS BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR SEASONAL SALES HELP
The hiring of seasonal employees is something that
you should never stop thinking about or working on.
One of the best methods for finding quality seasonal
staff is by asking for referrals from your regular staff
members. Good employees will recommend people
that they know they can trust and work with.
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Joryel Vera
SILVER STYLE HIT: Joryel Vera’s
sculpted Sticks and Stones
Amethyst pendant. MSRP: $185.
www.joryelverawholesale.com
561-508-2945

MAKE YOUR POPULAR ITEMS EASY TO FIND
You probably already have a very good idea of which items are going to be most
popular over the holiday season. Make sure that those styles are easy to find. Place
them very close to the entrance of your store, put up signs, make them impossible to
miss. According to consumer psychology, once people commit to buying one item,
there is a good chance that they will buy more. Showing them your key best sellers
first makes it easier for customers to take the leap and look for more gifts.

Martha Seely Design
STERLING TIP: silver
jewelry sales increased
in 2018 according to
58% of the respondents
SILVER STYLE HIT:
Martha Seely Design
Narrow stacking cuffs;
33 gemstones each.
MSRP: $610-$1,000.
www.marthaseely.com
617-899-2162

APPEAL TO THE SENSES
Making your store and merchandise look appealing
visually is an obvious necessity, but there are more,
less obvious ways to use the senses to drive sales.
Playing the right kind of music in your retail store
can definitely influence whether and how much
people are going to spend in your store. “Music,
Mood, and Marketing” by Gordon C. Bruner
gives many examples of the psychological effects
that music can have on buyers. For example, he
suggests that high-end retail stores that sell luxury
items play classical music or jazz in order to set a
“classier” mood for buyers.

Alex Woo

SILVER STYLE HIT:
Alex Woo’s sterling silver
and yellow gold mini
addition X - feather, clover,
and evil eye necklace.
MSRP: $444.
www.alexwoo.com
212-226-5533

DON’T FORGET ABOUT THE SENSE OF TOUCH
You should always invite your customers to hold, touch and
try on. If a male shopper is buying a gift for his girlfriend,
suggest that a female sales associate, try on the piece. Make
sure that your displays facilitate product interaction. Select
items to place on tables or countertops so that customers
can touch and feel.
According to a CalTech study, customers will pay more for
items that they are able to see and touch. The study claims
that the longer customers interact with a product, the
greater the chances are that they will be willing to spend
more money on them.

PiYaRo

SILVER STYLE HIT:
PiYaRo’s italian silver drop
earrings with 14k solid yellow
gold and 0.45ct h color
vs diamonds MSRP: $1,709.
www.piyaro.com
770-664-1818
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OFFER FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Convenience is a huge selling point during the
holiday season, and customers always appreciate
it when you are willing to make their gift giving
experience easier.
It’s also not a bad idea to pre-wrap some of your
most popular silver items Not only do wrapped
gifts make great props for making your store
look more festive, they can also influence your
customers to buy those items simply for the fact
that they won’t have to wrap them when they
get home.

Kir Collections
STERLING TIP: 38 % of silver
sales were for gift giving in 2018*
SILVER STYLE HIT:
Kir Collections sterling silver and
freshwater pearl bubble ring
MSRP: $265.
www.kircollection.com
303-530-1268

COLLECT CUSTOMER DATA
With the greater influx of customers now than
during any other time of the year, the holiday
season is the perfect time to make sure you round
up as much customer data as possible. Find
creative ways to capture names, phone numbers,
email and home addresses from your customers in
order to get them to come back and turn them into
regular shoppers. The more you talk to customers,
and the better your communication with them is,
the more likely they are to return.

TEAM UP WITH OTHER RETAIL STORES
A great local marketing tip that you can never
go wrong with is teaming up with other local
retailers who offer products and services that
are complementary to yours. Showing unity with
other local businesses is a great way to show
local customers that you are an integral part of
the community.

Samuel B
SILVER STYLE HIT: Samuel B
Sterling silver blue topaz amethyst
hoop earring
MSRP: $199.
www.samuelb.com
855-SAMUELB

Kelim

STERLING TIP: In 2018 84%
of retailers are optimistic that
the silver sales boom will
continue.*
SILVER STYLE HIT: Kelim
silver multidisc pendant
MSRP: $150.
www.kelimjewelry.com
301-448-7367
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PUT TOGETHER A STRONG LOYALTY PROGRAM

Rembrant Charms

Creating great customer loyalty programs can not only help you make more money, it can also help you to build healthy and lasting
relationships between your brand and your customers. A 2018 small business survey confirmed that more than 80 percent of
customers buy more products from businesses who offer a loyalty program to which they belong. Loyalty programs make customers
feel wanted, special and generally happier to shop at your store.

STERLING TIP: 55% of silver
jewelry purchasers are in the
20-40 age range.*
SILVER STYLE HIT: Rembrant
Charms, creating memories
one charm at a time.
MSRP: $442.
www.rembrandtcharms.com
800-828-7840

SUPPORT A CHARITY THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
The holiday season represents the perfect
time of the year to give back to your
community by supporting a local charity. Find
a cause that you and your entire team can
help out and be sure to document the event
as well. Your customers will have a greater
appreciation for your store and the difference
your business is making in their community.
Be a collection site for Toys for Tots; Host a
coat drive for a local charity; or recommend a
Jewelers For Children connection.

Lafonn
STERLING TIP:
Lafonn’s starburst earrings with
studs and jackets
MSRP: $245.
www.lafonn.com
855-2LAFONN

BE MINDFUL OF THE POST-HOLIDAY RUSH
The holiday rush doesn’t end with Christmas
or Hanukkah. Many shoppers like to spend
their holiday gift money right after Christmas
and redeem gift cards. Some like to shop for
themselves. Post-holiday is a good time not
only continue what you did pre-holiday, but
it’s also a great time to promote some of the
extra inventory that might be left . Also, there
will undoubtedly be returns and things of that
nature to deal with, so you need to make sure
that the quality of your customer service does
not wane during this period.

Belle Etoile
SILVER STYLE HIT:
Belle Etoile’s ring with
multicolored stones pavé-set
into rhodium-plated, nickel
allergy-free, 925 sterling
silver.
MSRP: $185.
www. belleetoilejewelry.com
415-626-9223
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SHOW YOUR APPRECIATION
Don’t forget to say thanks to your best customers – the people who make it all
possible for you and your business! If you have a mailing list of your best and
most loyal customers, take the time to send them personal “thank you notes.”

STERLING TIP: log on to savorsilver.com
for information on silver and Savor Silver
brand participants .

Whether you’re sending small gifts, coupons or simply taking the time to let
them know that you are thankful for them, a small token of appreciation can
go a long way for your business and your ability to not only maintain but also
build your base of loyal and satisfied customers.
*2018 Retailer Survey

EDUCATE YOUR STAFF:
Many of the jewelry trade organizations offer a wealth of information and training programs. Here are just a few:
• The Silver Promotion Service offers an in-depth e-learning module entitled:
The Silver Experience visit: savorsilverretailconnection.com for more information.
• Jewelers of America offers training certification for sales associates and management professionals.
jewelers.org/ja/careers-education/certification.
• American Gem Trade Association.
The AGTA provides information about colored stones and cultured pearls. agta.org/resources
• The Diamond Council: offers a range of distance learning programs. diamondcouncil.org
• The Platinum Guild: provides training and technical information about platinum. platinumguild.com/platinum-training
• The Cultured Pearl Association: offers “Pearls as One” a comprehensive pearl course. pearlsasone.com

Global consulting firm AlixPartners is calling for holiday sales growth of 4.4% to 5.3%.

The National Retail Federation said it expects holiday retail sales during November and December
to increase between 3.8 percent and 4.2 percent over 2018 to a total of between $727.9 billion and
$730.7 billion. The numbers, which exclude automobile dealers, gasoline stations and restaurants,
compare with an average holiday sales increase of 3.7 percent over the previous five years.

Gloria Maccaroni
Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com
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By Jackie LeBental

#HEARTJEWELRYOBSESSED.

For those who follow my Instagram stories @barriluxco, know that I’m slightly infatuated by
everything heart shaped. I have found individuals either adorn the century old motif or hearts
aren’t their thing. For me, I can’t have enough of the symbolic and timeless shape especially
when it’s jewelry. Whether it’s a classic diamond heart or heart shaped gemstone surrounded
by gold, any heart is a good heart for me.

01

02

M.Spalten

Pamela Zamore

Los Angeles based designer Melissa Spalten,
created a new customizable collection in 14k
gold called Gemdrop. The collection speaks for
itself with yummy colorful drops of gemstones
set in 14 karat gold. The collection ranges from
triple stone lariats, single and multiple stone
necklaces to long duster earrings. The best part of
this collection is that you can customize your own
gemstone layout making a piece truly yours. The
sweet turquoise heart is the perfect addition to this
opal doublet and apatite triple stone necklace.

Emerging designer Pamela Zamore is
turning jewelry obsessed heads with
her 18 karat gold hand finished Sky
Collection. Inspired by iconic elements in
antique jewelry, art and architecture, Pamela
weaves her creative style with textured
details shown in each timeless piece.
Since I am #heartjewelryobsessed I
knew the moment I saw the 8 point
heart pendant set in 18k with diamond
accent, I needed it around my neck.

Retail $1,450.
210.865.0923

Retail $3,650.
781.956.4390

03

04

kWIT Jewelry

Rachel Quinn

Va Va Voom, was my first thought when
I saw this sexy fringe heart necklace. You
might know designer Karla Witukiewicz
from her popular letter jewelry but now
she has expanded her line into other
great wearable styles. My heart was happy
when I found this Fringe Flapper pendant
available in both 14k rose or yellow gold
and diamond.

I was first introduced to this awesome artisan at The Premier
show in Las Vegas. She had me at heart the minute I walked
by her case because it was filled with all of these rockin
puffed heart pieces. I was so excited I probably scared
her. Highly educated with a BFA in painting and sculpture
along with graduating the
metalsmith program at FIT,
Rachel is an artisan you
must know. Bleeding heart
earrings, handcrafted in 14k
yellow gold with lab-created
ruby drops.

Retail $3,200
karla@kwitjewelry.com

Retail $1,045.
rachel@rachelquinn.com
Jackie LeBental
Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands and retailers with personalized
business solutions and extensive industry guidance. With over 10 years of sales management, growth driven results and passion for
creative thinking she offers a fresh and honest approach to your business model. To contact Jackie for questions or a business analysis
you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her on Instagram at Barriluxco.
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05

06

Emily and Ashley

Roule & Co

Setting trends since 1999, this talented sister duo creates
everlasting styles. Never afraid to keep the trend dial
moving, Emily and Ashley always
seem to preserve their modern
vintage foundation through out their
collections. I am swooning over
these 14k yellow gold heart earrings
with gold bow and Angle Skin coral
rose accents.

I met this dynamite husband and wife team a few years ago
at the Couture show. I was mesmerized by the depth of their
futuristic and geometric designs. Hand crafted in New York
City, Christopher and Laurin continue their design journey by
exploring various shapes through out their unique collections.
These Roulette heart earrings are available in a rainbow of
gemstone options set in 18k blackened white gold, yellow,
rose and white gold. Earrings
shown in white sapphire and
18k blackened white gold.

Retail $2,800.
212.327.2765

Retail $2,250.
212.475.9329

07

08

Sydney Evans

Anzie

Iconic California designer Rosanne Karmes is the go to for all
trend fine jewelry. Her collections weave classical motifs with
a sprinkle of glam and have the
perfect starting price point. You can
find tiny personalized charms to ultra
chic statement pieces and whether
you are looking for a whimsical
anniversary band or just love heart
jewelry this 14k yellow gold pave
heart eternity band is a must have.

Remarkable and dedicated to the craft of jewelry, Anzie and
her two daughters Jaclyn and Joanna continue to create
colorful and fashionable fine jewelry. The trio takes great pride
in using materials from ethically responsible sources and keeps
true to their artisan roots. These women are not only the nicest
industry ladies to work with but they go out of their way to
help with all of your jewelry wishes. This pink opal and topaz
pave heart bracelet set in sterling silver is a great gift or self
purchase

Retail $2,640.
213.236.4444

Retail $275
514.341.2604

09

10

Imperfect Grace

My Story

Passion always comes from somewhere and
for this up and coming designer it starts
with her European heritage. Migrated from
Ukraine when she was a teenager, Krista’s
newest collection Muse holds true to the
strength and courage it took to start a new
life in a new country so many years ago.
Hand finished and bold, her signature grain
texture creates a solid foundation for forever
jewelry. Puffed heart pendant with ruby set
in 14k yellow gold. Chain sold separately.

We say jewelry is personal but for designer Jackie Cohen
it truly is. My Story collection originated from the adoption
of Jackie’s daughter Julia. The simple band with Julia’s
birthstone created a jewelry sorority. The brand offers various
customizable styles, from birthstone bands to initial letter
pendants and of course this fashionable opal heart and blue
sapphire adjustable bracelet. Shown in 14k rose gold but
available in yellow and white gold.
Retail $2,100.
201.863.0006

Retail $1,990.
734.612.5672
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Artistry, Ltd., Announces Implementation of the
DRC Techno J-Smart Diamond Screening Machine
Artistry, Ltd., announced that it began screening all its products
with the DRC Techno J-Smart Diamond Screening Machine in
February 2019.
“We are proud to have implemented the usage of the DRC
Techno J-Smart Diamond Screening Machine earlier this
year. While it was, and continues to be, a big financial and
human resources investment for our company, we believe that
there is nothing more important than our reputation and our
customers’ trust in our products,” stated Susan Klemt Williams,
Vice President.

its small footprint. Handpiece cord measures 31” providing
necessary maneuverability. Includes four color-coded Nichrome
tips. CE and RoHS compliant. Made in USA.
Specifications:
• Temperature Range: Up to 800°F (420°C)
• Dual Voltage: 110/230V, 50/60 Hz. (Changes automatically)
• Max Power Consumption: 20VA
• Dimensions ( Lx W x H): 6-1/2” x 3” x 4”
For more information call Gesswein at 203-366-5400

DRC-Techno is dedicated to identifying undisclosed laboratory
grown diamonds for the industry. More information is available
from DRC Techno at www.DRCTechno.com.
About Artistry:
Artistry was founded in 1982 by Laura Klemt. 37 years later, it
continues to focus on the core principles that are responsible for
the company’s success: excellence in design, careful attention
to every detail of the product development and manufacturing
process, a strong value proposition, accessible price points
and a culture of true partnership with its retailers. Artistry, Ltd
launched its first branded line, Graymoor Lane Designs in 2017.

Gemfind Digital Solutions Launchs of DiamondLink
App E-commerce Edition
Supporting Shopify, Magento and WordPress Platforms
Jewelers are now able to sell diamonds directly online from
curated vendors.

Pepetools® TouchAmatic Digital Wax Pen
State-of-the-art redesigned digital wax pen that provides
immediate heating response when you simply touch the contact
point on the pen. Features variable control knob for precise
temperature control. Low enough to do ﬁne wax work and
high enough to burn sprues into silicone molds. Two modes:
“Continuous Mode” will output a constant temperature from
the pen tip and “Touch Mode” will output heat only when the
pen is activated. Takes up minimal space on the benchtop with
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DiamondLink, GemFind’s well-known retail diamond sourcing
app that allows retailers to curate a list of diamond suppliers
for shopping on their website, has announced the launch of its
E-Commerce edition for WordPress, Magento 2.0 and Shopify
platforms. The E-Commerce Edition brings GemFind to a new
level, enabling jewelers to sell diamonds from their vendors
directly on their website. By using this new edition of GemFind,
independent retailers can not only sell diamonds online, but
also select diamond qualities they wish to put for sale on their
website — fully utilizing search engine optimization (SEO) in
the process. With Click reports jewelers have access to data
analytics on who was looking at their diamond list and when.
Multicurrency – enables jewelers to open their websites to
international customers with automatic currency conversion.
“The DiamondLink E-Commerce Edition is something I have
long been waiting for,” said Greg Dolkarian from Derco
Diamonds in San Francisco. “Not only can I access diamonds
Continued to Pg 38

from my own customized list of diamond companies, I can
go head-to-head with web-based diamond companies in the
online space and enhance the ease of purchase of diamonds
for engagement rings for my customers.”
The E-Commerce edition of DiamondLink also allows retailers
to sell diamonds in real time without owning them and includes
availability for dropship options directly from several diamond
companies to the consumer. “The DiamondLink E-Commerce
edition enables retailers to compete at the same level with
major diamond selling websites, while taking advantage of
the unique customization of their diamond inventory, noted
Alex Fetanat, founder and Chief Executive Officer of GemFind.
“Jeweler-curated virtual diamond inventory, coupled with
critical online tools, will develop significant traffic and sales.”
While retail jewelers have used DiamondLink for over 15 years,
the E-Commerce edition brings a level of functionality and
ease-of-use apps that will be available on Magento, WordPress
and Shopify stores. This function, combined with GemFind’s
other digital marketing tools that include RingBuilder, web
development, social media, geo-fencing, and pay per click
(PPC) management, provides jewelers what is essentially a
virtual salesman added to their sales team.

Original Miami Beach Antique Show to Host
Annual Jewelry History Series
The highly-lauded Jewelry History Series will once again take
place in tandem with the Original Miami Beach Antique Show,
January 3 - 4, 2020. The two days of programming features
venerable jewelry experts and historians who will present on
a variety of topics, such as How to Understand Jewelry Like
a Historian, The Jewelry and Art of Frida Kahlo, and What’s
Hot, What’s Not. The series also includes daily meals and
opportunities for networking with fellow jewelry enthusiasts,
as well as a guided tour of the Original Miami Beach Antique
Show during set up on January 3rd, the day before the show
officially opens to the public.
The Jewelry History Series is organized by Elyse Zorn Karlin
and Gail Brett Levine, both of whom are world-renowned
within the antiques jewelry community. “Each year, we plan
our content based on trends that are generating the greatest
amount of excitement and interest within the market, as well
as on feedback that we receive from past years’ attendees,”
explained Zorn Karlin. “One of the most gratifying components
of organizing the Jewelry History Series each year is seeing the
friendships that form among the attendees during our event,
and how those relationships continue to thrive throughout the
years.”
“We are always so excited to partner with the organizers of
the Jewelry History Series in offering this incredible content to
our attendees,” said Katrina Canady, Show Manager for U.S.
Antique Shows. “Elyse and Gail, and each of the speakers that
they line up, continue to elevate the experience for this series,
which is why we see the same loyal attendees who come from
near and far each year to attend this event.”

About GemFind:
GemFind is a multifaceted digital marketing company
exclusively focused on the jewelry industry. Founded over 20
years ago, GemFind is an industry leader providing suppliers,
manufacturers, and retailers with critical B2B2C tools. As the
only comprehensive jewelry digital provider in the industry,
GemFind offers a multitude of services that includes JewelCloud,
where retailers can access virtual inventory from hundreds of
manufacturers and diamond suppliers. Other functions include
the unique copyrighted digital tool RingBuilder, which enables
consumers to build a complete ring on the retailer’s website
in a virtual format. GemFind also provides a complete suite of
services for web development, social media, geo-fencing, pay
per click management, and e-commerce platforms.
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The Jewelry History Series, along with other education
initiatives taking place throughout the Original Miami Beach
Antique Show, will provide attendees with a foundation of
knowledge that allows them to strategically shop the show
floor in the curation of their personal collections. Attendees
traditionally run the gamut, from those who simply have a
passion for the art form of jewelry, to those whose careers are
within the jewelry industry and want a deeper understanding
of its history.
The Jewelry History Series is taking place at the Miami Beach
Convention Center January 3rd and 4th. The Original Miami
Beach Antique Show is taking place at the Miami Beach
Convention Center January 4th-8th, 2020.

Chicago Jewelers Association Announces Its 145th
Anniversary Gala
January of 2020 promises to be a dazzler with the celebration
of the 145th Anniversary of the Chicago Jewelers Association’s
long and unique history! Their Black-Tie Gala will take place
on Saturday, January 18, 2020 at the luxurious Hotel Sofitel
Chicago Magnificent Mile.
The CJA is the oldest Jewelers’ Association in the United
States. As CJA president Rodger Kadet said, “The Chicagoland
area is an important link bridging the east with the west in the
jewelry industry. We have a strong pulse on what the average
American is looking for in the jewelry they wear.” As their event
title suggests, “Rising To the Challenge…Today…Tomorrow…
Forever.” They plan to be around for a long time to come.
As the industry evolves and changes in these extremely fastpaced times, one thing that is steadfast is that jewelry is a gift
that commemorates the most important life events. Virtually
everyone gets married with a ring, and the most important
anniversaries are traditionally gifted in gold, crystal, silver,
colored stones, and diamonds. Time has not changed these
iconic customs and time has not altered the strong bonds which
are the cornerstones of the CJA’s membership for 145 years.
In addition, the Gala will offer its guests an opportunity to
view lit displays commemorating the organization’s historical
milestones. They will also have a chance to hear from and
interact with several scholarship winners, who are part of the
Tom Foody Scholarship Program. Tom was a former member
who passed away. Kadet also states, “We use events like this
to support the scholarship fund, from which we have awarded
a quarter of a million dollars in scholarships to Chicago high
school students. These students are both economically and by
their circumstances, challenged to continue their education.”
As one of the scholarship recipients, Marisol Villaseñor said,
“The influence of organizations such as the CJA cannot be
measured in monetary value, but in the performance growth
their support has had on young Chicagoans pursuing higher
education.”
The event will feature cocktail music by Peter Lerner’s Jazz
trio and dinner and dancing music by The Gentlemen of
Leisure. A chance to win a diamond and surprise guests will
cap an evening to remember! For more information, contact
CJA president Rodger Kadet at 312-609-0500 or Rodger@
rodgerkadetltd.com
Continued to Pg 56
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TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL

By Jim Rocchio

DEBT COLLECTION

Because the economy has been stable and
growing over the past years, many companies
have extended the time they permit an
account receivable to age before instituting
formal collection efforts. This false sense of
stability can impact your bottom line if you
are not diligent. According to the Commercial
Collections Agencies of America (CCAA), the
probability of getting paid decreases as the
account ages.

TIPS FOR MANAGING YOUR ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES
• Don’t assume your customers know what your credit policy is. Reiteration of that policy, when a payment
is first overdue, is the first step in facilitating payment. Include your policy in the terms and conditions of
the sales agreement.
• Get a signed order which should include restocking fees and interest for overdue payments. Get a
personal guarantee when you can. In the event a signed invoice is not workable, get a signed credit
application up front detailing your terms and conditions.
Jim Rocchio,
Manager, JBT Collection
Department.

In addition to being the
Collections Manager,
Jim also moderates
the Jewelry Credit
Interchange Group.
Jim currently serves
on the Board of the
Providence Jewelers
Club and is a member
of the Commercial
Collection Agencies of
America. Jim can be
reached at: jrocchio@
jewelersboard.com.
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• Keep credit reports current on existing customers and before you ship to new customers. Companies
are not static enterprises. Changing markets and management directions can alter a company’s ability to
pay.
• Review and tighten your collection procedures. Periodic review of collection policies and procedures is
always beneficial. You can never eliminate unforeseen events, but you can cut your company’s chance of
loss by adherence to your policies.
• Make sure your sales reps have a clear understanding of your credit terms.
• Discourage extended payments. Be very particular about which customers get extended payments. Too
many can endanger your company’s cash flow and lead to undesirable precedents.
• Accept partial payments only with final payment commitment. They may show ‘good faith,’ but the best
practice is to acknowledge them and demand a commitment for the balance.
• Keep communication open. Make sure you are getting through to the decision maker and visit the customer
if possible.

The Jewelry Business Magazine

• Resolve disputed matters fast. If a customer is withholding a
large payment over a minor dispute, insist that they pay the
undisputed part immediately before addressing the dispute.
• Turn to a collection agency. A professional agency will be
better able to serve you the earlier it receives your claim.
Realize the greatest dollar recovery on your past due
accounts while safeguarding your on-going relationships
with your customers.
Generally, place an account if it is 90 days past due after
agreed upon terms, particularly if you do not get a response
from the customer.
There may be times the account should be placed earlier, such
as:
• Two or more broken promises of payment
• Customer’s telephone is disconnected
• Repeated requests for documentation
While some fees are involved, you need to weigh these against
the cost of your capital or borrowed funds tied up in receivables;
the value of your staff time and the prospect of being last in line
to collect. Note, the national average commercial collection
agency charges between 20%-50%; claims handled through
The Jewelers Board of Trade (JBT) range from 15%-20%.

JBT has collected the industry’s receivables for 135 years and
here’s how:
Claim Visibility - Approved claims will appear in the debtor’s
credit report and New Claims & Bankruptcy report. Both are
powerful incentives for the debtor to pay.
15 Day Free Demand – We notify the debtor on your behalf
and if notification and proof of payment is received within 15
days, no fee.
Collector Action - JBT Certified Collectors work aggressively
to recover your receivable(s). Fee is 15% on amount collected.
Attorney Services - Take things to the next level including
pursuing legal action. Fees set at a reduced rate by CCAA.
New Claims & Bankruptcy Report – A list of claims placed
weekly with JBT including industry cases filed with the U.S.
Bankruptcy Court.
JBT’s mission is to promote the integrity of the industry by
providing unique, credible, and relevant data. We encourage you
to join and if you’re already a member, report payment information
AND use the information and resources available to you.
In summary, do your homework upfront to avoid surprises
and minimize slow pay situations. Continue communications
all along the payment cycle to identify problems and craft
solutions early on.
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Omi Prive

Beverly K
Emerald cut emerald center,
3.81ct, in 18kt white gold
with 2.20ctw of diamonds
and 2.10ctw of sapphires.
MSRP: $31,000.

Platinum pendant accented
by black rhodium featuring a
19.65ct pear-shape blue-sheen
moonstone accented by a 1.04ct
cushion sapphire, 0.48ctw of round
sapphires and 0.26ctw of rose-cut
diamonds. MSRP $44,000.
877-664-4367

619-465-4789

Belle Etoile
Vigne earrings. Amethyst
and white stones set into
rhodium-plated, nickel
allergy-free, 925 sterling
silver. MSRP: $240.

CG Creations
Zable cable bangle in
sterling silver with stoppers
and fancy baguette crystal
charm. Compatible with
Pandora® style beads and
charms. MSRP $129.

877-838-7628

800-431-1606

KGM Industries
From the Eternally One Collection™.
Sapphire eternity band, 5.25ctw,
with a pear shape diamond dangle,
0.40ct. Crafted in 18kt gold.
MSRP $4,800.
212-944-7068

Elisa Ilana
Own Your Story
White and black
diamond open star ring
in 14kt gold.
MSRP: $595

One-of-a-kind Brazilian
aquamarine pendant in
sterling silver and rose
gold, with glowing stacked
labradorite. MSRP: $799.

312-320-3797

402-926-3479
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Bellarri
Cove Collection pendant featuring
channel set graduated Swiss
blue topaz to London blue topaz
gemstones with diamond
accents set in 14kt rose gold.
MSRP: $ 4,590
800-255-0192

Frederic Duclos
Mixing shiny yellow gold-plated rings
with the bright, mirror finish silver rings
creates a distinctive necklace of yellow
and silver dressy enough for work and
casual enough for blue jeans.
866-898-3636

Berco
Stylish and affordable
diamond accented
necklace in 10kt yellow
gold with diamond
accents, MSRP $299.

Benchmark
This incredible 7mm Tantalum
fabric flow texture on a slight
edge makes for a classic
sculptural look.
MSRP: $885 (size 10).

800-621-0668

205-345-0555

Tracy Arrington

14K yellow and white gold
woven circle pendant with
0.51ctw of diamonds
on an 18 inch chain.
MSRP: $1,822.

From the Madeline
Collection. Classic black
and gold designs featuring
black spinel and 24kt
vermeil. Destined to
become favorites.
MSRP: $269.

888-674-3250

407-342-9218

Artistry, Ltd.
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Select Takes Their Show To Tucson
Coming off three very successful fall trade shows with record
attendance at the Ritz-Carlton in Dallas, Washington DC, and
Foxwoods Resorts in Connecticut, the Select Jewelry Show is
focusing on their new event in Tucson at the beginning of Gem
Week in February 2020.
Select Shows are smaller, intimate shows featuring 55-65 better
brands, highly regarded designers and top-tier manufacturers.
For the convenience of store owners and buyers the shows are
just two days, Sunday and Monday. Select Jewelry Shows has
added Select Tucson to its successful line up. The exciting new
Tucson event is being held at the luxurious Westin La Paloma
Resort in Tucson, Arizona on February 2-3, 2020.

Select Tucson will be in keeping with the Select Show formula
that works so well. A two-day event featuring renowned
designers and brands including; A&D Dvani, Aaron Henry,
ADA Gems/Mordechai, Afarin, Alex Sepkus, Artistry Ltd,
Asher, Charles Krypell, Costar Imports, Daniella Design, David
Connolly/Jabel, Debra Navarro, Dilamani, Eichhorn, Eli Jewels,
Erica Courtney , Frederic Sage, Gemveto, Gem Platinum,
Graymoor Lane Designs, Gumuchian , Gurhan, Hari Jewels,
Heera Moti, Henderson Collection, House of Baguettes, John
Atencio, Jude Frances, Jye’s Luxury Collection, KC Designs,
Kimberly Collins, Lauren K, Lika Behar, Luca Lorenzinni, Makur,
Mastoloni, NEI Group, Norman Covan, Oscar Heyman, PeJay,
Peter Storm, Picchiotti, Precision Set, Royal Pearl, Shieler
Trading, SP Designs, Style Gems, Suna, Suzy Landa, The Mazza
Co, Toby Pomeroy, William Levine, With You, and Zeghani.
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The Select Tucson schedule of February 2-3, Sunday and
Monday works perfectly for better retailers coming to town
for Tucson’s important gem shows. It will transition seamlessly
into the kick-off of the major shows that open on the following
day, Tuesday, February 4th such as AGTA GemFair. It does not
interfere or overlap with the main Tucson shows. It provides
buyers the opportunity to meet with well-known fine jewelry
designers and top tier manufacturers before the other shows
for better use of their time.
Jewelers going to Tucson Gem Week are advised to make
their travel arrangements early to allow time to attend the
Select Jewelry Show in Tucson. For more information contact
the show manager Jordan Brockhaus-Spears at 844-285-1103
or email tucson@selectjewelryshow.com.

Jewelers Mutual Garners More Recognition
Jewelers Mutual Group announced today that it ranked No.
60 on Deloitte’s Wisconsin 75™, a ranking of the 75 largest
private companies in Wisconsin based on sales revenue.
This is the company’s first year for the distinguished honor and
Jewelers Mutual president and chief executive officer, Scott
Murphy, credits high standards and an unwavering history of
ethical practices with the company’s accomplishment. Murphy
said, “We’re honored to be recognized among some of
Wisconsin’s greatest companies. Our strong results continue
because of the dedication of our employees and the support
of the community we’ve called home for over 100 years.”
“Founded in Neenah in 1913, Jewelers Mutual has a
longstanding history in northeast Wisconsin and we operate
with the same integrity and sense of social responsibility as
our original founders,” said Murphy. “Our continued growth is
fueled by our steadfast commitment to enhancing the health
and vitality of the jewelry industry and the policyholders we
have the privilege of serving each and every day.”
“The Wisconsin 75 list doesn’t just include some of our state’s
most recognizable brands. It also highlights many exciting
and emerging companies,” said Scott Wrobbel, U.S. central
region leader and Wisconsin managing partner of Deloitte LLP.
“Deloitte is delighted to recognize the important role these
private companies play in Wisconsin’s economy.”
Jewelers Mutual has also earned ratings of “A+ Superior” from
A.M. Best Company. To learn more, visit JewelersMutual.com.

Continued to Pg 62
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CENTER STAGE
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877-838-7628

Jye’s Luxury.......................................... 7
415-621-8880
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205-345-0555
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www.michoujewelry.com

855-444-0138
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Synchrony Financial............................ 4
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www.BerkleyAssetPro.com
Bill Boyajian........................................ 62

Star Gems........................................... 57

www.stargems.com

www.benchmarkrings.com
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www.aajewelry.com
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Benchmark........................................... 2

Sony Murata Watch Batteries........... 19

Pandora Launches New Store Concept
Pandora introduced a new store concept with the opening of
the first refurbished store in Birmingham, UK. The new concept
changes everything from color choices to lighting to interior
design and focuses on creating a welcoming and interactive
environment. Highlights include a charm bar, where shoppers
can mix and match bracelets and charms, and a treasure table
showcasing new products and bestsellers. Customers are
encouraged to touch and feel the products to experience the
craftsmanship of the hand-finished jewelry.
The concept is created with sustainability in mind, and new
lighting design reduces energy consumption by at least 20%
compared to current Pandora stores. “Technology has changed
how customers are shopping. With so many online choices, it is
no longer enough for a brand just to sell high quality products.
Visiting a Pandora store should be an intuitive and playful
experience. It should be about discovering the treasures within.
We are making the store a destination where you want to spend
time,” says Mette Starup, Vice President Retail at Pandora.
Select elements of the new concept have already been tested
at a pilot store in Leicester, UK, and Pandora will continue to
develop the concept into 2020. The new store design will roll
out to more than ten locations in 2019 in the UK, US, Italy and
China, and more than 1,000 stores will have new window visuals.
Pandora’s online store (pandora.net) has also been updated with
cleaner product imagery and improved navigation and checkout flow. The new store concept is part of Pandora’s global
brand relaunch, which was announced in August. The relaunch
also introduced a redesigned logo, visual identity, products and
collaborations. Pandora Pink is the main color shade in the new
store concept, and the Pandora monogram, a key visual element
from the redesigned logo, serves as the identity-carrying
centerpiece. Pandora operates four stores in Birmingham. The
refurbished store is located in the Bullring shopping center.
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Heidi Cook Joins Suna Bros.
Suna Bros. announced that Heidi Cook will join them as Regional
Territory Manager in the Midwestern United States. A San Diego
native, Heidi has rooted herself in the upper Midwest for just over
twenty years. She will also highlight other areas of the country.
Heidi’s first career spanned 10-plus years as a USPTA Certified
Tennis Teaching Professional, a sport which she still enjoys and
plays when time permits. The transition from beautiful tennis
venues to beautiful jewelry stores was fairly simple. She found
the clientele to be one in the same. Heidi’s resume includes
positions with Corum, Tag Heuer, Panerai, Miseno, and Bovet.
She brings comprehensive expertise in business development,
account management, merchandising, and sales training to the
New York City-based jewelry firm.
“Heidi has such a comprehensive understanding of our
industry. She is truly passionate about the business,” Aron Suna
commented. “She has a strong commitment of putting clients
first, which is in line with the Suna philosophy. We are excited
to have her join our team and enhance our strategic priorities.”
“It is with great pleasure to join Suna Bros. The Suna family has
decades of experience in the fine jewelry industry. Quality has
always been a paramount feature of everything they produce.
With the production onsite in New York, they are able to oversee
every piece, every step of the way. The internal organization
has many years together and deep knowledge of the products
offered. Retailers from coast to coast
attest to the fact that Suna Bros has
a “Client Centric” philosophy and
care deeply about those they do
business with. Being on board with
Suna Bros will make my next chapter
an absolute delight!”

Kelly Waters Purchases Legere and Lindsay & Co
Two of the jewelry industry’s oldest and most respected men’s
jewelry names have been given new life by the acquisition of
Legere and Lindsay & Co. by Boston-based Kelly Waters. After
generations of ownership, the Arenburg family has turned over
the reins to Kelly Waters, one of the country’s leading suppliers
of women’s and men’s jewelry.
“We’re thrilled to have the opportunity to revitalize two great
brands,” says Ed Waters, CEO of Kelly Waters. “We, like the
previous owners, are a family-owned business. Founded in
1962 by our parents,” he continues, “the Company today is
owned by me and my brother, Jack.”

Kelly Waters’ plans include a greatly enhanced product
selection, an updated and easy-to-use website, improved
delivery and pro-active customer support. “We see an increased
demand for men’s jewelry,” says Waters, “and we plan to be a
major player in this resurgence.” For more information contact
call 800-647-7017.

Michael Stover Joins United PMR as Director of
Technical Services
United Precious Metal Refining, a global supplier of metals for
the jewelry industry and the largest
US-owned primary precious metals
refinery in the country announced
that Michael “Mike” Stover has joined
the company as the new Director of
Technical Services. Mike has been a
visible figure within the jewelry casting
community world-wide over the past
22 years working closely with casters
and jewelers providing technical solutions.
United PMR’s product catalog includes fine gold and silver
grain made from 100% recycled jewelry, karated grain, master
alloys, solder, wire, sheet and tube as well as bullion products.
Currently, the company serves over 25,000 registered
customers around the world with distributors in 21 countries.
“Mike brings with him a wealth of knowledge and technical
experience that will be invaluable to our jewelry manufacturer
customer-base,” said David Siminski, Vice President. “We also
recently installed a new research and development facility for
testing our new alloy formulations. Having Mike’s experience
and know-how with casting will be instrumental in this process.”
Most recently, Mike presented at the Santa Fe Symposium
on ‘How Process Variables Impact Investment Removal
Properties’.“I firmly believe in building reciprocal technical
relationships with customers,” said Mike Stover. “The focus
forward is to further enhance the strong Technical Team and
capacities we have here at United PMR.”
United PMR offers technical support for customers who
purchase and use their alloys and jewelry products. Customer
in the US can call toll-free at
800-999-3463 or outside the US +1-716-683-8334 then select
option 3 for technical assistance. Mike will be available to
field questions at the support hotline and will be traveling to
jewelry trade shows in 2020.
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